This proposal is based on architectural research in the field of performative design. The research aspires to unite computational design and its manufacturing technique into a continuous process of natural morphogenesis. The following program offers a lattice-type wall, a parametric irregular solid network, which can be reified with the attached technology of closed gelatin casting.

The technology is based on thermodynamic interaction between nichrome wires heated with direct current of electricity and meltable materials, such as ice, wax or cured gelatin solution. In a wider perspective it has two scales of application: the first is focused on production of joints for nodes of irregular space frame structures; the second is full-size manufacturing of solid irregular networks. A series of tests on the fabrication process have been run on the scale of a joint element and have proven its feasibility. This gelatin molds are compatible with Epoxy resin and materials based on mineral bindings. A 3’x3’ sample of the final proposal can be produced as an adequate section of the solid network. As a material for the sample, sculpting plaster is considered.
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